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Ttus paper looks at the effect of a umform magnetic field on the trace of the heat 
kernel for a SchrGdinger operator with a well type potential. Using weighted 
Sobolev space techniques and noticing the gauge invariance of the perturbation, 
I show that the magnetic field lirst appears at a higher term m the small 
time asymptotic expansion of the trace of the heat kernel than nught be naively 
expected. ‘i’ 1988 Acadenuc Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently there has been much interest in asymptotic expansions for 
eigenvalue distribution functions, the heat kernel, and the wave equation. 
The index theorem relating spectral quantities with geometric quantities 
from the underlying manifold has aroused this interest. This paper 
examines the effects a uniform magnetic field will have on the trace of the 
heat kernel. I start with operators of the form -A + V acting on L*(W), 
where the potential V has polynomial growth at infinity and is bounded 
below so that the heat kernel of the operator is indeed trace class. 
Instead of the magnetic field directly perturbing the equation, the 
magnetic vector potential, A, enters and one has 
H(A)=(-iV+A)*+ v, 
where the curl of A is the magnetic field. Although there has been a tremen- 
dous amount of work on various properties of Schriidinger equations, the 
magnetic field case has often been excluded. Leinfelder [9] determined the 
essential spectrum of a broad class of magnetic potentials and has a com- 
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prehensive reference list of some previous work in this area. The additional 
complications introduced by the magnetic field lead to separate con- 
siderations of many cases; see, for example, [4, 8, 111. For the more 
general case of a Yang-Mills potential, Schrader and Taylor [13] proved 
that there is a complete asymptotic expansion for the trace of the heat 
kernel in the parameter h. 
The magnetic field in dimensions other than three is typically defined as 
a 2-form or a skew-symmetric matrix. The curl or the exterior derivative is 
thus dkA,- d,Ak for the (k, I) entry in the matrix form. I will use the 
matrix form of notation for the magnetic field B, denoted by B*. For the 
uniform magnetic field, the standard choice for A(x) is -fB*x; however, A 
is not uniquely determined. Leinfelder [9] proved several results that 
clarify this situation. He showed that if A E Lf,,, V .A E Lf,,, and VE Lf,, 
then H(A) is essentially self-adjoint on C;(W). He also proved that for 
two functions A, A’ E Lf,, with V . A, V. A’ E Lf,,, related by a distribution 
AE 3” with A’= A +VA, then H(A) is unitarily equivalent to H(A’) by 
&H(A) eP’* = H(A’). This is called a gauge change and one easily sees 
curl A = curl A’. Leinfelder also verified that the Coulomb gauge condition, 
V . A = 0, can always be satisfied by some gauge change. 
For the potentials considered in this paper, these results follow from the 
diamagnetic inequalities. Simon in [ 14, 151 showed for a large class of 
potentials and vector potentials and for t > 0 that 
where these are the operator norms from Lp to Lq. For convenience, H will 
refer to H(A) and Ho to H(0) in the remainder of this paper. 
The motivation for this work originates with the simple case of a two- 
dimensional harmonic oscillator. In this case the eigenvalues are explicitly 
known in both the perturbed and unperturbed cases. For Ho = -A + [xl’, 
the eigenvalues are at 2(n + 1) with multiplicities of n + 1. For the pertur- 
bed case, H= -A + iB*x .V + 4 IB*xl’+ 1x1’ and the eigenvalues are at 
2(1+$B*.B*)‘i2(n+1)+I($(B*~B*)“‘2) for IE{--n, --n+2,...,n-2,n}, 
neE+. 
Computing the trace of the heat kernel for these yields, as t 10, tr e-IH = 
O(t-2), and trePfH-- tr ePrHo= 0( 1). In this simple example, however, the 
t-’ term is not present in either asymptotic expansion. The question arose 
as to whether or not the perturbation first arising in the second term, to, 
was a general phenomenon. I show that it is such and that it is related to 
the gauge invariance of the magnetic vector potential. 
For simplicity, I consider only those smooth potentials with uniform 
polynomial growth in all directions. They must also be bounded below. In 
Section 6 there are some remarks abut further extensions. 
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Let k > 1 and ~6 c R” a compact set be such that VE P(W) satisfies 
the following: 
(a) There is a C > 0 s.t. (1.1) 
c-’ lxyl*k < V(x) < c IX12k for x E W\X. 
(b) For each multi-index ~1, with ltxl EC:=, Itl,l, there is a 
c,>o s.t. ID”V(x)J 6 c, IX12k. 
THEOREM 1. For V satisfying ( 1. 1 ), and all E > 0, then as t J 0 
tr~e-rH-e--rH~)=O(t3/2~~“:2)(1+l:k)-~)~ 
If one also requires that V has a homogeneous decomposition, Theorem 1 
can be extended. Namely, suppose there is a finite set of V,(x) E Cno(5P) 
with the property that for 
xandpxEIW”\~,(pE(W+,xE(W”) 
V,(p) = p’V,h) 
(1.2) 
and 
v= c V,(x). 
O</<Zk 
Note. j need not be an integer in (1.2); however, in the usual examples j 
is taken to be an integer. 
THEOREM 2. Zf V satisfies also ( 1.2) then as t JO 
B*.B* tr(epfH-eerHo)=- 
4 
~ot2-‘1+L!k~+~(tco-~n/2~~l+l/k~), 
where 
eo=3-&max({j: V,#O,j<2k}u{2k-l}) 
Remark. It is known that (1.2) is sufftcient o show that tr(e-‘“O)= 
O(t- (n!2)(‘+L!k)) (see Helffer and Robert [7]). 
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Section 2 has a brief outline of weighted pseudodifferential operators and 
weighted Sobolev spaces as developed by Beals [2] to set up notation. To 
actually compute the integral kernels and traces, I combine two techniques 
for estimating the asymptotics with gauge changes. In Section 3, I use these 
weighted Sobolev spaces, semigroup, and operator norm estimates in a 
canonical order calcuhs similar to that developed by B. Simon in [3]. 
Combining these operator norm estimates with repeated applications of 
Duhamel’s principle and the appropriate gauge transformations leads to 
the proof of Theorem 1. 
The more powerful technique, which requires more explicit knowledge of 
the potential, is that of weighted pseudodifferential operators. Having the 
canonical order calculus, however, greatly reduces the terms necessary to 
evaluate for my result. Sections 4 and 5 deal with the remaining symbol 
computations. 
For the symbol computations, I use transport equations similar to the 
standard method such as that in [16]. An alternative choice is to use the 
explicit symbol construction already done by Robert [12] for Hi, and to 
use the inverse Mellin transform as in [S] or [7] to get the expansion of 
e -[Ho. The proof of Theorem 2 is completed in Section 5. 
I conclude this introduction with some remarks about notation. x and y 
will refer to points in the position space R”, while < refers to points in the 
dual or momentum space. 8, is the operator a/at, and d, is a/ax,. In 
contrast D, = -id, and DC, = -id,. da for a multi-index c1 is n;= i 8: and 
similarly for D”. The equivalence f - g means that both fg -’ and gf -’ are 
bounded. The Fourier transform off will be denoted by j? 
I will refer to the Schwartz space of functions, that is, P(W) functions 
of rapid decrease. 9’ is the space of distributions or the dual to C;(W), 
and Hp will refer to the pth Sobolev space and it will have the norm 
denoted I( .)I@. In this paper to differentiate between the usual Sobolev 
norms and the weighted ones, I use 111. (Ilrn for 11. (Im ,og @. Finally, S’ is the 
symbol space with operators in OPS’ mapping L2 into Hp continuously. 
2. WEIGHTED SOBOLEV SPACES AND PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATORS 
As I am interested in operators with growing potentials, such as 
-A + IXIZk, this section provides background to the theory of weighted 
pseudodifferential operators and weighted Sobolev spaces. The type of 
weights that will be used here originated from many sources; however, the 
notation I use mostly follows that of Beals [2], who consolidated the 
notation. More details can be found in Beals’ paper. 
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In the usual pseudodifferential operator case, a symbol a satislies for 
some m an estimate of the form 
Indeed, for the constant coefficient differential operator, this type of 
estimate clearly holds where 5 is the symbol of D. 
However, the potentials with polynomial growth are excluded from the 
symbol class. Changing the weight ( 1 + 151) to (x )” + (r ) allows a larger 
class of symbols to be considered. In particular, condition (1.1) implies that 
t2 + V satisfies an estimate of the form 
Throughout the remainder of this paper, the weight Q, will be 
(.x>~ + (t> with k determined by the growth of the potential V. 
Beals used two weight functions in his more general situation. For Y and 
II/ in C(rW2n), there are positive constants C, c, 6, so that the following hold: 
(3) c<Y(x,t) YY(y,q)-‘<C and c~W,<)I(l(y,~)-‘~C if 
Ix - yl 6 c&x, 5) and 15 - ~1 Q cY(x, t); 
(4) R(x,O)<C(x)‘, where R= Y$-‘; 
(5) c<R(x,OR(y,rl))‘<Cif 15-rlldcR(x,5)“+“‘and lx-yl< 
cR(x, t)6 R( y, q) - “2. 
These weight functions then generalize the symbol classes to functions 
UE P(lF!“‘), satisfying the following for all u, 8: 
lc?;D:u( < C,,e”Y-‘“‘I(I’8’ (2.1) 
for some order function 1. Although the order functions can be generalized, 
the common ones are II = k, log Y + k2 log +, for k, and k2E: Iw. The 
symbol class corresponding to the order I is denoted S$,,. 
From the above estimates, it is clear that equivalent weight functions, 
i.e., Y - Y’ and JI - 1(1’, generate the same symbol classes as Yy-‘Y’, and 
the similar terms are bounded, affecting only the constants in the above 
estimates. 
As I do not need the full generality of Beals’ weighted JlDO (pseudo- 
differential operator) calculus, I take $ E 1 and Y = @ and use the order 
functions r log @. This clearly satisfies the hypotheses. Thus, a E S;l,., which 
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will be denoted as S” in the remainder of this paper, implies (a;D$zl Q 
C,,e”W’*‘. The theorems in this section, unless otherwise explicitly stated, 
apply to the general case S&. 
From the symbols, the operators are defined in the same way as in the 
usual $00 case. For the symbol a(x, 0, one associates the operator 
a(x, D) defined on Y by 
(a(~, D) u)(x) = (2x)-” I e’-” ;u(x, 5) ti({) d<. (2.2) 
As a E S” and u E 9, this integral converges absolutely, and it can be shown 
that the integral is in 9’. Further, Proposition 3.11 of Beals states that the 
mapping defined by a(x, D) is a continuous mapping from 9’ to 9’. This 
mapping can be extended to a mapping from Y* to Y*. I will denote the 
space of operators with symbols in p by OPS’. 
Beak showed [2, Proposition 3.121 that there is a bijection between such 
operators and their symbols, and so there is a seminorm that can be placed 
on the operator space OP,!?. This seminorm is defined by the constants C,, 
arising from the symbol estimates (2.1). And so OPS” is a Frechet space. 
The main computational use of pseudodifferential operators arises from 
the use of symbol composition and adjoint theorems. The rules of com- 
position are the same as for the ordinary pseudodifferential operators, as 
the following theorem shows [2, Theorems 4.1 and 4.61. 
THEOREM 2.3. (a) If A = u(x, D) E OP.V, and B = b(x, D) E OPS”, then 
ABE OPS”” and the symbol a~ b of AB has the asymptotic expansion 
that is. 
uob- 1 -&uD;b&+v-M’“g”. 
blQM . 
(b) A* restricted to Y is in OPY and has symbol ax with asymptotic 
expansion 
Another useful fact [2, Theorem 5.11 is that if A E OPS” where 1~ 0, then 
A: L2 + L’ continuously. 
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The weighted Sobolev spaces are defined with the help of the weighted 
pseudodifferential operators. The weighted Sobolev space H” is defined by 
ti=span{Au:uEL’and AEOPS”}. (2.4) 
Endowing H* with the finest topology so that the mapping A: L’ + H” 
is continuous for any AE OPS’, the following can be proved [2, 
Theorem 6.11. 
THEOREM 2.5. For i, u E O(Q), 
(a) Ho = L2 topologically, 
(b) Y c H” c Y* densely and continuously, 
(c) (Hi)* = H-“, 
(d) if AE OPS’ then A: HI’+‘- -+ W continuously, and 
(e) there is an A E OPS’ so that A: HA+” + H’ is a topological 
isomorphism and in particular H” has the topology of L’. 
With (e) of the above theorem, one can extend the norm of L* to give a 
natural norm to H” for any A. The norm is defined by 11~11~ = JJAul( Lo, for 
UE H’, with the operator A given by part (e) of the above theorem. The 
difficulty, of course, is in finding an appropriate operator A. The next 
proposition gives a practical way to determine a norm. 
PROPOSITION 2.6 [2, Proposition 6.17). Suppose a,, a,, . . . . a, E Y and 
Z la,l*-e* p. Suppose I E O(@) and ce” dew d C@“e” for some m b 0 and 
c,C>O.LetA,=a,(.u,D).Thenu~H~iffu~H”andeachA,u~L’.Thereis 
an admissible norm in HI’ defined by Ilull: = \lul\f + 1 I(A,u\~~. 
In particular, this proposition allows easy verification of several 
equivalent norms. 
For the Sobolev spaces with weights r log Qi, I first choose symbols 
a,k 5) = C-x> ‘lrp “” 5”. Then having Clil, G r Ia,\ 2r - e2r log @, and taking 
A=O, one gets 
I141;,ogQ= 1 lI<X)k(r-‘~‘)412+ ll~llZ. 
111 <r 
As lIuI1 < (I (x)“~ ~11, another equivalent norm is 
Ilull rlog9 = c Isn’t-‘=” D”ul(, 
1x1 s r 
which I will denote IlIulII,. This is similar to the usual Sobolev norm. Use 
interpolation for non-integer values of r. 
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Among other norms for these weighted spaces, one final set of norms will 
be useful in this paper. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Zf V satisfies (1.1 ), thenfir 0 G S, -p < spec(-d + V), 
and each r E R, there is a c > 0 so that 
c-’ IIIUIII ,+,G lll(-~+ ~+~Fc)s:‘2~lll.~c III4l/.+, (2.8) 
for all UE Hf’f5”og@. 
Also, since k > 1, one can prove a similar proposition for the operator 
with a constant magnetic field. In particular, since B*x . DE OPS* log @, one 
has that ((-iV-~B*x)2+V+~‘)S~2~(-~+(~~)2k+1)S’2forO~.r. 
Proof: First note that ( 1.1) implies that for 0 < s there is a c’ > 0 so that 
(d-l 11(-A+ (x)2k+ l)“‘2Ull 6 /I(-Li+ V+/f)ull 
<c’ II( -A + (x)Zk + 1)“!2 UI(. 
And similar relations hold for (x )B D’( -A + (x ) 2k + 1 )Si2 for all a and p. 
Thus one need only verify (2.8) for V= (x)*~. To establish this one 
considers the symbols b,(x, 5) z a,(~, 5) o rr(( -A + (x)‘~ + 1 )“12), where 
&(X, <) = (x)k’r- ‘4’ 5”. Expanding out the terms h, shows that 
From the spectral theorem, one has IIuJ( Q [I( -d + (x)~~+ 1)“‘2 uII for 
s > 0. Combining this with Proposition 2.6, one obtains the norm 
I141:r+s,bg@= 11412+ 1 II(x) k(r-l=l) D*( -A + (X)2k + 1)“/2 use*, 
Ial Cr 
which is equivalent to the norm 
which in turn is equivalent to 
II4 (r+s)logo= lll~-~+~~~2k+~~5’2~lII,. 
And so (2.8) follows. 1 
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3. A WEIGHTED CANONICAL ORDER CALCULUS 
AND SOME GLOBAL RESULTS 
In this section I use operator techniques and weighted Sobolev space 
norms to get leading order behavior of various integral kernels. Combining 
these results with Duhamel’s expansion, I am able to get some estimates on 
the significance of terms in this expansion. Gauge changes will also allow 
identification of many vanishing terms. As these weights have growth in x, 
I am able to get global results with these techniques. 
The following is a generalization of the canonical order calculus 
developed in [3]. The parameter x0 will be used for gauge changes and 
f > 0 corresponds to the semigroup parameter for the heat kernel. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A family of operators (A, xo} on L2( W) has weighred 
canonical order (m,, mz) E R2 with respect to & if 
(a) A,,,o: 9 + Y*, 
(b) for all R > !. there exists ~(4, r) > 0 s.t. for 0 < t < 1 
lIl~,,xo~IIIr G c(L, f) f ml-(l-wyXO)m2 I(IU(II(. 
Note that for operators depending on the single parameter t, one can set 
x0 = 0 and obtain similar estimates. In particular, if there is no parameter 
x,, specified, I mean the family of operators that is constant for varying x0 
and has m, = 0 as the second coefficient in the weighted canonical order. 
The motivation for this definition arises from analogs to the following 
proposition and Lemma 3.3. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let V satisfy ( 1.1) and H, = -A + V. Then e -IHo has 
W.C.O. (weighted canonical order) (0,O) with respect to CD = (x)’ + ([). 
Proof This follows from Proposition 2.7 and the spectral theorem. 
Using the fact that 11) (H, + p)“’ uI(I is equivalent to lllulll T+s when --p < 
inf spec H,, one has 
llle-~HWIIS+r GC,, lIl(Ho+~O”‘2 e-‘“WII, 
G C,,, II(Ho + pJsi2 e p’Holl ll1411r~ 
where the operator norm is from H’ log @ to itself. The isometry established 
by Theorem 2.5(e) implies that the operator norm from H”Ogo to itself is 
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the same as the operator norm from L2 to itself. Thus, the spectral theorem 
can be used to estimate the operator norm 
II(Ho+,u)“‘2e~‘HoII < sup J(x+py2e--J 
x 2 IId spec Ho 
< et -si2, 
where C depends upon 1 -p - inf spec H,I and s. Thus, 
llle~‘“WIl r+s~cG.rt-S!2 III4Ir. I 
Proposition 2.7 can be extended to apply for H = ( -iV + A)’ + V, as 
remarked previously since k 2 1, thus a similar argument shows e-l” has 
W.C.O. (0, 0). 
To estimate integral kernels, it is useful to know the norm of 6, in 
various weighted Sobolev spaces. In particular, a simple extension of the 
standard proof (see, for example, Adams [ 11) for the usual Sobolev space 
norm yields: 
LEMMA 3.3. For UEY, E >O, 
lu(x)l = I(L u>l G C(E) ll14(n/f2)(1 + I,vc+s) (x> -(k’1’2)(1’k+e). 
With the norm of the delta function in the weighted Sobolev space 
norms and the operator estimates from the weighted canonical order, the 
following holds: 
LEMMA 3.4. If {A,,} has W.C.O. (m,, m,), then the integral kernels of 
A I.xo, KArkO(x, Y) satisfy for all E > 0 
lim t(t1l2 )( I + Ilk) + ml/?k - ml + E 
IlO s UP 
KA,,,obo, x01 dxo = 0. 
ProoJ Using Lemma 3.3, one has 
lK,+,Ob, Y)I = I(&, 4,xo&)t 
<c,t ~~+m1(~~)mz((~)o’))-(kn/2~(lik+(2sln--I-~lk~~, 
considering A,.,,: H” log @ + H-“Og @. Taking x = y = x0 and integrating 
over R”, the integral converges whenever s > (n/2)( 1+ l/k) + mJ2k. 1 
If {A,,} is independent of x0, note that Lemma 3.4 implies tr(AI,xo) = 
o(t- (n/2)(1+llk)--m2/2k+ml--~) for any Eao, as tlo. 
In order to estimate the W.C.O. of e-‘“-e-‘“O, I need the following 
expansion, which is derived by repeated application of Duhamel’s principle. 
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PROPOSITION 3.5 [3, Proposition 12.491. Let X, Y he operators in 
0ps’ 1% @ for some r 2 0, with X and X+ Y self-adjoint and bounded below. 
Let 
bn=j 
e-(r-s, - pJ~)xye-‘~x.. . yep’nX ds, . . .ds, 
5, 2 0 
Es,<1 
and r,, be defined similarly except that in e-Crpsl- ‘M replace X with 
X+ Y. Then e~‘cx+v~-e-rx=~~=,(-l)~b,+(-l)“+’r,,+, for allnefl. 
Another similarly useful relation is 
PROPOSITION 3.6 [3, Proposition 12.511. Let X, YEOPS”O~” with X, Y 
self-adjoint and X bounded below. Then 
Proof of 3.5. It is enough to prove that the expansion is valid when 
applied to functions I) E Y. as Y is densely and continuously mapped into 
H . rlogcJ 
Let U!=e “‘xc ‘)e -r’X. Clearly, U,$ E Y and 
i u,* = e”cx+ yJiyepl’x$j E y. 
By the fundamental theorem of calculus, 
or 
e ~lr(X+ Y)~_,~lrX~= _,-lt(X+ Y) ‘ieIS(X+ Y)ye-l~X~ ~ f 0 
s 
I 
=- e -l(t-S)(X+ Ybye-iSX$i&. 
0 
Analytically extending, one has 
e-"x+ Y) -e-'X -(f-S'(x+ Y,ye-Sx$ ds. 
As X and X + Y are bounded below, this extension exists. 
Repeating this procedure proves the proposition. 1 
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The proof for Proposition 3.6 is similar, using instead U, = ei’XYe-“X. 
Needing to compute the w.co. of terms from these expansions, I use the 
following: 
PROPOSITION 3.7 [3, Propositions 12.47 and 12.50]. (a) If A,, has 
W.C.O. (m,, mz) and T a fixed operator satisfies, for some b 2 0, 
for all r, then TA,,,, and A,,,T have W.C.O. (m, -b/2, m2). 
(b) If Aj(?, for j= 0, 1, . . . . ( are operators with w.c.o.‘s (ml’), rni’)), and 
m(,/) > -1 for all j, then 
converges and has W.C.O. 
Proof Part (a) is a direct result of expanding with operator norms. 
For part (b) more care is needed to choose the correct operator norms. 
Let s,=t-s- ... -sL. First decompose the integral into integrals over 
regions R,, where in R,, s, < sJ for D < i< 8. In the region R,, one has 
IlA’o’ 
-W.-w 
A(‘) 
s,..w 
. ..A(“) s,..Y,(Pllr 
by bounding the A!fiO for i # j as maps from either H’ log @ to itself or from 
HP log @ to itself. A& is bounded by its mapping of HP log @ to H’ log @. 
Now, using the fact that t > sJ 2 t/(n + 1) on R,, each integral can be 
bounded above by 
s$’ ds I . . .ds,. f+(1/2)+ 1 P =ct’+‘Yfl, r+(l,Z)(r-p) 1 
provided m(LI) 2 - 1 for each i # j. Combining the results for each R, com- 
pletes the proof. 1 
Remark. The weights have been defined so that 5 E S’Ogo and 
~yysS(‘ik)log@ 
580;79,2-11 
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Thus, the estmates Ill~rplll,bc, llldll,+l and Ill-vIII <cj IIl(~lll,+~,~ are
easy to verify. 
The machinery to prove Theorem 1 has now been set up. Before com- 
puting any terms with Duhamel’s expansion for eprH - e -IHo, first let’s look 
more closely at H. For the magnetic field B*, I replace -A in H,, with 
( - iV + II)~, where A, the magnetic vector potential, also satisfies V . A = 0 
and curl A = B* (the exterior derivative in the curl). This does not uniquely 
determine A, and so I am left with some free parameters to determine by 
convenience. In particular, taking A = A, = -fB*(x - x0) is a valid choice 
for any x0 E R”. Thus, I am led to 
Hro= -A-B*(x-x&D++IB*(x-x0)1’+ V 
for any fixed x,,. So I will use Duhamel’s expansion with X= H, and Y,, = 
-B*(x- x0). D + $ (B*(x-x,)12. Further, as the H,‘s are related by a 
gauge transformation, one has that e(“2”B’“o “~He-“‘2)(B’“O~X) = HX, for H 
the operator with x,=0; and as these are unitarily equivalent by a mul- 
tiplicative operator, the diagonal of the kernel of eprH and eprHro are the 
same. And so one has 
tr eCrH= tr e-‘“to= 
f Ke-~~,o(XO, 0)dXO. 
Noticing that (Y,,u)(x,) = 0 for any u E 9’ leads me to use 
tr(e-‘” - e -lHo) = J K,,-rH,O~e-r/fo)(X,, x0) dx,. 
Using the collected facts about the weighted Sobolev norms and the 
weighted canonical order calculus, one finds that only the first 4 + 4/(k - 1) 
terms are needed from Proposition 3.5 to verify Theorem 1 or 2. 
In particular, one has to evaluate the kernel of 
These terms are not computable directly as the YXo’s are interlaced with the 
e p’Ho terms. With the help of Proposition 3.6, we commute the YXo’s to the 
left. This leaves formulas such as 
b 1,x0 = - Yxoe~‘Hot - s 
e-~~-~l-~“~OIY~~o,Ho] ,(-Vs2)HodS, & 
s, > 0 
xr,cr 
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Again, bringing the interlaced terms to the left, one finds from 
Proposition 3.7 that at most second-order commutators are needed. More 
precisely, the terms that lead to critical behavior are 
,lpo< 4 
J! 
for j<4+-, 
k-l 
C Lo. HOI YCoe-fHo & 
3 
for j62+---, 
k-l 
for j<&, 
and 
Remark. Some commutator terms need to be factored with one factor 
considered acting on the e -sHo term before it and the other after it to 
satisfy the hypotheses for Proposition 3.7(b). However, as taking the com- 
mutator introduces extra factors of e-sHo, and I need only to apply 
Proposition 3.4 to, at most, terms with third-order commutators, no 
further problems arise. 
To complete the proof of Theorem 1, integrals of the form 
s KY qp~OtxO~ x0) d&J need to be evaluated for various r,,. As 
VE C’m(Rn), the heat kernel K+,,,(x, v), is smooth in each variable. Using 
this fact with Fubini’s theorem, an interchange of integrals produces 
KT.,oe-‘HO(x, Y) = T,oK-‘HOtX, y), 
where T,, acts on the x coordinate of K,-,H,. 
As TX0 is explicitly known, it is easy to identify many vanishing terms. In 
particular, the commutator terms are 
and 
[Y,,,H,]= -i(B*(x-xo)).VV+fB*.B* 
+ 2iB*V .V + B*(x - x,,) . B*V 
[[Y,,, Ho], Ho] = - iB*(x -x0) .V(d V) + 2iB*VV .V 
+ B*(x -x,,) . B*VV + 2B*V. B*V. 
Note that as B* is skew-symmetric, B*V .V is B,,(a2/ax, 8.x1 - d2/axi ax,), 
which vanishes on smooth functions. After computing, one sees that the 
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first non-trivial term, i.e., the term not obviously vanishing with the lowest 
weighted canonical order, is 2iB*VV.V&,H,, which has W.C.O. (3 - $, 0) 
and so 
I 
(B*VV.V&Ho)(x, .y) d~~=o(t3’2~(n’2”‘+‘.‘k’~E) 
for all E > 0 as t JO by Lemma 3.4. Thus Theorem 1 follows. 
4. THE PSEUDODIFFERENTIAL OPERATOR FOR THE HEAT KERNEL 
There are two possible ways to proceed from this point. As Robert [ 121 
already has explicit symbol computations for W,, for Re z < 0, I could use 
the inverse Mellin transform to get asymptotics for tr T,Oe-f”o in the same 
manner as Helffer and Robert [7] did for tr e-lHo. The Mellin transform 
takes e-’ to T(s) t-‘, and thus the inverse Mellin transform allows one to 
compute tr T.rOe-rHo from tr T.,,H& provided the integrals converge 
absolutely so that the order of integrations can be interchanged. 
However, it is also possible to compute the symbol for the heat kernel, 
e -IHo, directly, in a manner similar to that of Schrader and Taylor [13]. 
This is the method I will use. One assumes that there is a symbol for the 
heat kernel and one computes the transport equation from the relations 
such a symbol must satisfy. 
Next one needs to solve this transport equation. The standard technique 
is to guess a first approximation and then to iterate by successive 
applications to the transport equations; thus, one obtains a formal series 
solution. The hope is that these approximations are better and better in the 
sense that they lie in more and more negative symbol classes. In particular, 
one wants the successive xpansions to differ from the actual symbol for 
the heat kernel by symbols in these progressively smaller symbol classes. 
That is the difference of the formal expansion, and the symbol for the heat 
kernel is in S-” = n,S- J log @ This symbol class in particular contains . 
smooth functions with compact support. As a final introductory remark, * 
will be used in this section to mean that the symbols are equivalent up to 
symbols in S- Oc. 
To compute the symbol for the heat kernel, one needs the transport 
equation. This is the equation satisfied by such a symbol. Suppose one has 
a symbol a, which satisfies (e P”‘oj)(x) = s erx <a(t, x, 5) f(r) dt for any 
f~ 9. As H, is the generator for the semigroup e P’Ho, one has (a/at + Zf,,) 
e -‘“O = 0. This implies the transport equation 
(4.1) 
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One next assumes a N x, a, with a, E S-J’k’og @. Let &z,,/& = -(c’ + V2k) a, 
with initial condition a,(O; x, 5) = 1. This choice is taken as this leads to 
symbols whose trace can be easily computed. The alternative choice 
&/dt = -(t2 + V) a, leads to evaluating s e-l’ dx, which in general is not 
computable in detail. Thus, 
uo(t; ,& 5) = e-r(S’ + c’2.k) = e -rnM, (4.2) 
defining A. This choice of initial conditions implies aJO; x, 5) = 0 for all 
otherj’s, as e-O Ho= 1. 
To continue by induction, let 
aa,- 
at - -e*+ V2Ju,+ c V2LqU,_, 
4<J 
Define by Sz, the latter quantities, so 
Thus, 
S2,= c V2k-quJ-q-2i~~VuJ-,-AuJ-2,. 
q>o 
(4.3) 
&J= 
at -Au’ + l.2’ 
or 
u,(Cx, O=jie -(r-s)n(x%ZJ(~, x, 5) ds. 
Remark. This choice of a recursion relation easily allows a proof that 
each a J E S-‘lk log @. In particular, I want to control the additional powers of 
r and x by related powers of r. 
Thus, one has: 
LEMMA 4.4. For j, 
a,( t, X, <) = tJ!2kbJ( t, x, 5) e -“‘(x.S), 
where 
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f or 
w = ill2 IQ, q = t”2k 1x1, 
and 5, is smooth in all arguments and a polynomial in t”2k, w, and q. 
Proof: For j = 0, it is clearly true with 6, = 1. One proceeds by induc- 
tion. Let 
Then, using (4.3), one has 
+2t vv,, .va,p2,t(J-*k’!2k- t2 IVVZkl* gJ-2kt(J-2k’/2k 
+ t A V2,;TJ ~ 2k I’] ~ 2k’i2k 
> 
=Ct (2kLyb’2kv Zk _ ~6, _ v + 2it “‘5 . v6, ~ k 
- 2it3”( . vv2kgJ k - AgJ ~ Zk + 2t v Vzk . v8, _ 2k 
Tt* (VV2k12~,~2k+tdV2k~,-2k. 
One sees that a, is smooth (except at 0) and is a polynomial in t”2k, w, 
and q, as the V,‘s are radially homogeneous of degree e. Thus 
s 
f 
a, = em (‘-s~nQj(s) ds 
0 
= 
s 
‘sJ/2k~~~J(s)e-‘~-~‘“e-s”~~ 
0 
= t/‘*k e -IA. 
As fiJ is a polynomial in I ‘jZk 6 - t -*IZk j& sJi2k - ‘0, ds is also such; and so , J 
the lemma holds. 1 
I still need to show that the a,? are in S- Ilk log @; to prove this note that 
there is a C>O, so that n(x, 5) 2 C((X)~ + (r))‘. Thus terms such as 
,I, ~ r,l and qJeP’” are bounded. 
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PROPOSITION 4.5. a, E S -‘lk log @, for any t < T uniformlv, for anyfixed T. 
Proof: Using Lemma 4.4, 
Ia,/ = )tJf2k~,e-‘rl < C, tJ/2ke-‘“/2, 
as a, is a polynomial in w and r] and the other variables are over compact 
domains. Again, using the fact that n 2 C@*, we have 
t’/*ke ~ Ini2 < ~2 @ -/ik 
A similar argument works for all derivatives of a,, and thus a, E S-*lk log @ 
uniformly for t < T. 1 
Now to see that these symbols are a good approximation to the heat 
kernel, let A, = I:=, a, and W, be the corresponding operator. It remains 
to show that e-‘“O - W, are in progressively smaller classes as ! tends to 
infinity. 
At t = 0 by construction, e -’ Ho - W,(O) = 0 for each e. Further, 
(i+Ho) W,f=\D,eCX y(<)dx 
for f E Y, where 
D,= c v2k-qal+ c 2it .Va, - c da,. 
Y>O !-k<]CC fpZk<J</ 
(-q-Z J<t 
So D, E S’ - t/k + *) log *, by Proposition 4.5. 
It remains to show that o(e-‘“O) - A, E S(-/ik + *)‘Og@, which completes 
the proof of the asymptotic symbol expansion for the heat kernel. 
FROP~SITION 4.6. Let u(t, x) satisfy (a/at + Ho) u = g(t, x) with initial 
condition ~(0, x) = h(x). Then SUP, IIIvllls <C, lllhlll. + C2 sup! IIIg(t, . )lll,. 
ProojI Duhamel’s principle implies 
u(t,x)=e- ‘Hoh(x) + Jbi e -(‘-s)Hog(s, x) ds. 
Thus, by Proposition 3.2, 
sup lll4lls~C, IllhIll.+ C2 sup IllgIll,. I I I 
And so I have a valid symbol expansion for e-‘Ho. 
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5. ASYMPTOTIC ESTIMATES 
In this section the proof of Theorem 2 will be completed. Recall from 
Section 3 that it remains to evaluate j K~~Op-~~o(~q,, x0) dx, for various 
operators T,,. In prticular, let 
and 
T’z.J’- 
t3+’ 
-w 
-- (2iB*VV.V+ 2B*V. B*V)(2iB*(x-x,) .V 
(3 + j)! 
+; IB*(x-x0)1’)‘, 
These are the terms that do not trivially vanish in the commutators. 
Using the explicit symbols for the heat kernel constructed in Section 4, 
these integrals can be evaluated explicitly. Some symmetry arguments how 
that there are more vanishing terms, but more importantly, the explicit 
constants can be deterined. These perturbation terms are much easier to 
evaluate than constructing the symbol for the heat kernel for eprH and then 
computing the trace of the difference between the symbols. 
The following proposition ensures that the above integrals exist. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 [ 12, Proposition 3.21. Let p be an order function for @ 
and N be a non-negative integer. Suppose that p >/ N log @ and that 
jW’;rzN;;;;’ 4 = (31) on compact sets of x for 0 <E < 1. Let 
(1) T is an integral operator with kernel KT(x, y) E C(UY x UP). 
Moreover for all IaJ <N, I/?1 <N, D:DtKAx, y) is continuous and satisfies 
(2) If I+!I,’ E L’(W), then T is a nuclear operator and 
Tr T= KT(x, x) dx. 
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In particular, this shows that T is trace class when 
TEOPS(-(“/2)(1+l!k)-~&)10g~_ - OPS& for any E > 0. Further, for a class of 
operators Z,, one has J KzXO(x,, x,,) dx,, < co if (t,bN,z,(xO))-’ E L2, that is, 
rf Zx,,~ OPSLO and if there is a positive constant M so that 
IIZ,,IIH-*i)+HqGM independent of x0. 
Remark. I do not need to worry about using an asymptotic expansion 
for the symbol of the heat kernel. For if d = a -I,“= l a,, de S’-- N’k+ 2)‘0g @, 
for iV large, and as d(0, x; <) = 0, one can find uniform constants so that 
@Dtdl < Ct”W M-‘a’ for M> 2n and m < -M + N/k - 2. This implies 
tr d= O(t”), and taking N sufficiently large implies that the results are not 
affected. 
LEMMA 5.2. 
-B*‘B* tZ-~n12~~1+I/k~.~O+~(f~~-((n/2)(1+I/k)) 
4 
as tl0, 
where 
and 
Proof: As T-L:) . IS a constant, one needs to evaluate Jwli aj(t, x, 5) dx d{. 
For j = 0, one has 
If VZk is homogeneous over all of R” one has 
= vol(s” - ‘) JR+ ,y- 1,-w* d,, . J e-~KxW~)~xr~- 1 d,. da, 
W+ KS-1 
where q= 1 r 1, r = 1x1, and Q are the angle variables from x. 
However, (1.2) requires only homogeneity outside a compact set X. 
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Thus assuming X is contained in B,, the ball centered at 0 with radius R, 
one has 
j- a0 dx d< = vol(s”- ‘) s,+ ‘I”- ‘,-“‘* dq [ JBR (e-‘V~(R”“x’)‘x’“) dx 
+ f e-rvu(-rir)rx,.n - 1 d,. da . 
Rf x.s-’ 1 
Note that the integral over B, is bounded independent of t. integrating 
this, using 
x”e - Irr’m dx = with n+ 1, r,m>O, 
from [6], one has 
I vol( S” ~~ ’ ) ‘0 dx d5 = &(“/2,( 1 + l/k) $4(l+i)) 
I 
dcr 
X + O(r-“‘2). 
s”-’ ( &,(~))“‘2k 
This gives the leading behavior and determines Co. It remains to verify that 
all of the remaining terms are at least O(Co-(n’2)(’ +Ilk)). 
Recall from Lemma 4.4 that a, = tJi2kbJe-r(52+ “‘?lrfr)), where bj is a poly- 
nomial in t’/2k, f”2k (xl, and t”’ 1{1. 1 a,(~, 5) dx dt = O(fi’2k-@“2)(‘+ ilk)), 
as each extra factor of I,YI or l{l introduces an extra t -1’2k or t- ‘12; 
however, these are cancelled by the pairing of t1’2k with 1x1 and t’12 with 
151. Thus multiplying j a,(~, 5) dx d< by t2 produces terms of order 
at 2 +‘IZk - In/Z)(l + l/k)). A mong terms other than a0 which has already been 
considered, the one with the lowest order in t is a(,0-2,2k. 
For the TL?) similar arguments are needed; however, the symbols for 
Tc2-J’ contain elements which vanish when integrated over 5. Indeed, these %I 
terms are expected to vanish for the more general case without 
homogeneous decomposition. However, a proof just using operator norms 
is not powerful enough to identify these terms, and although there are 
techniques to allow for non-smoothness of symbols in the x variable, these 
lead to additional complications. The symbol for Ti:J) is 
~(-B*(~-x,)~~+$~B*(x-x,)~~)~...~(-B*(x-x~).~+~~B*(x-x~)l~)). 
\ / 
, coptes 
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The terms for TL:‘)o a, which do not have (x-x0) remaining are 
~2iB*vv.v(iB*(x-xo).v(...(-B*(x-x,).(~-m)o,))) 
/ ~ 1 copK.s 
(5.3) 
and 
~4is*~.B*V(‘B*(x-x0).V(...(-B*(x-x,).(~-m).,))) -e 
j - 1 coptes 
(5.4) 
and 
[3+J 
-2B*V.B*V 
(3 + j)! 
kth positron 
1 (iB*(x-x,).V(...(-B*(x-x0).(5-jV) 
l<k<J 
J th posltlon 
+B‘(x-x0)+*.(-w[)))))) 
+(iB*(x-x,).V(...(; IB*(x-~,)(‘a,))) 1 . 
J - 1 COpleS 
Using these symbol expansions, one obtains: 
LEMMA 5.6. 
I R” 
Ky..beCrHo(xo, x0) dxo 
i 
Ott 
3/2+I/Zk+J~(nlZ)(L+lik) 
) for j>l 
= C,t 2+I/k-(n/2)(I+~lk)+0(~~0+1/2-(~:2)(i+~ikI) for j=o, 
where l, is as in Lemma 5.2 and C, is defined in the proof 
Proof: From (5.3~(5.5) one can read off the 1x1 or l<I powers in the 
terms composed with up. Any x derivatives of up will just increase the t 
power by t ljZk for that term. 
The term (5.3) has a VV and a r remaining for j > 1, which reduces 
the t power by (2k - 1)/2k + f = $ - 1/2k. Thus, these terms are 
Ott 3+j-(3/2-1/2k)+~/2k-((n/2k)(l+I/k) ). When J=O, the term becomes (t3/3!) 
(-2B* VV.<a,(x, 5) d(</(tJI - iv) a!). On the surface, this appears to cause 
0(~3/2+1/2k-(n/2)(1+lik)) b e h avior. I show that these terms, in fact, vanish. 
The feature that causes many of these terms to vanish is an integration 
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over all angles of functions independent of angular change. In particular, 
a,(~, <) for / <k are independent of the angular variable t/1(1. For a,, this 
is clear, and for e < k, b, = t -‘!2k 1; V,, _ Jx) s”‘~ - ’ ds. Thus, the integral 
over the 5 angular coordinates of s B* VP’. {a/(x, 5) d(</ltJI ) = 0. 
or 
C, = -&ol(S~-l)r(5+2-$) 
X I 
B*(ieB*) VV2k(a) .o(DV,,(a)) da 
+iL(;+ ,)y~~~~;~“ 
X 
s 
B* VV,,(a) .o(DV,,(a) .o) dm da 
S”-lxS”-l ( v2k(a)) 
nJ2k + 2 - lfk 
In conclusion, (5.4) and (5.5) add just 151’ terms, which vanish, and so 
the result holds. 1 
To complete the proof of Theorem 2, one combines Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6 
to obtain 
B*.B* tr(epfH-eerHo)=- ~~~2Lw/2)(1 + i/k) +O(t fo- fn/ZNI + Ilk) 4 1 
+ O( 12 + L2k - (niZ)( 1 + l/k) 
), (5.7) 
wheret’,=3-(1/2k)max((j:u,#O,j<2k}u{2k-l}). 
6. SOME FURTHER REMARKS 
For potentials without the same polynomial growth in all directions, 
similar theorems will hold. However, the growth of the potential in direc- 
tions not parallel to the magnetic field must be at least quadratic in the 
distance; otherwise, the leading orders of tr eerH and tr e-rHo will differ. A 
further requirement is that H, must have a discrete spectrum and ePrHo 
must be trace class. The only change necessary for these results is to use a 
new weight @ = 1 + C:=, xf”~ + 1512, where V-C:= I xf”~. 
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Also potentials with only a finite number of continuous derivatives can 
be considered. Suitable modifications are needed for the definitions of the 
weighted canonical order calculus and the alternative weighted Sobolev 
space norms. In particular, Proposition 2.7 will only hold for a restricted 
class of norm indices. The degree of continuity required to establish 
Theorem 1 will depend on both the rate of asymptotic growth of the poten- 
tial and the dimension of the underlying space. For more details see [lo]. 
In Theorem 1, one sees the weakness of the operator norm method, as 
the more precise pseudodifferential computations show that the term 
B* VV.V does not contribute a leading term. The pseudodifferential 
operator computations imply that for a broad class of potentials, one 
should expect two orders in t faster decay in the perturbed term with a 
magnetic field perturbation. 
The gauge invariant techniques in this paper will also extend to the non- 
uniform magnetic field case. These techniques imply that [2A . D + 
A .A, H,] and higher-order commutators will determine the behavior of the 
asymptotics. 
For the compact manifold case, the weighted Sobolev spaces need not be 
used; however, the gauge invariance will play a similar role. This gauge 
invariance should allow the canonical order techniques to be applied to 
compute the perturbative effect of a magnetic field on the asymptotics for 
the trace of e” or similar operators on a compact manifold. 
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